THE ABSTRACT THEISM
in the East Bengal Samaj, in which Vij'aykrishna, seated
on the pulpit, was washing the feet of the Mother with hot
tears of love and shouting, "Mother! . . . Mother!" The
Mysterious Mother was the Word made Flesh, the Arch
that spanned Heaven and Earth. Once at Dwarbhanga
Vijaykrishna said, "Behold, my Mother is peeping through
that flower", and was immediately lost in Samadhi, as a
salt doll is lost in water, in Ramkrishna's phrase. By him,
as by Keshav, the broken units, "the flashes and
coruscations of an invisible unoriginate perfection" were
unified into a radiant unity—the Mother.
At this time Vijaykrishna visited a host of places—
Burdwan, Baidyanath, Dwarbhanga, Konnagar, Barisal,
Madaripur, Rangpur, and Kamakhya. Everywhere he
set all hearts ablaze and dived deep in the unplumbed
depths of God's love. To him, Love became the measure
of the Endless. The attribution of motherliness to God at
once represented the Brahman as a loving Deity, Who is
ever nourishing the helpless child with the milk of Love,
no longer frowning upon sins and weaknesses like an angry
and abysmal Taskmaster but winding him in Her
outstretched arms, partial and forgiving. But She at times
plays with Her child. With an arch-smile, lurking at the
corner of Her lips and a mischievous twinkle of the eye,
She holds the flying kite with the string of illusion, in the
words of Ramprasad. The evolution of the idea of God
from the Father and the Teacher to the Mother and the
Lover, has been indicated, though casually, in the
Narayaniya section of the Mahabharata. The law of
progress applies not merely to Hinduism but also to
Christianity, Judaism, and others. The God of the New
Testament is an advance over Elias and Moses. "A
change passes over the Jewish religion from fear to love,
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